Spatial Distribution of Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever (DHF) in Urban Setting of Bandung City
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Abstract
The proximity of urban area provides fertile ground for the exchange of bacteria, virus and other health problem. One of the diseases which have a close relationship with the environment and people interaction is dengue. At present, it still is one of the major health problems for Indonesia. One method to understand the disease is by using spatial analysis that the prevention program can be focusing on the area most affected. This study aims to analyze the spatial distribution of dengue cases in Bandung city. The method used was the mapping of dengue cases using geographic information system (GIS) with ArcView software. Data were collected from August 2015 to March 2016 in Bandung city. Results showed that dengue cases increased with fluctuated hyperendemic years especially in the year 2009, 2012, and 2013. Spreading pattern of the disease was from north of Bandung to east. The conclusion of this study dengue cases in Bandung city showed an increased trend with fluctuated hyperendemic year especially in the year 2009, 2012, and 2013. Pockets of highest reported cases were found in north to middle and east for the whole year. The spread of this disease, especially in east Bandung, showed wider affected areas in the observed year. Land usage for residential purposes without good development plan might be on factors that increase the disease transmission.
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Introduction

Urban population in 2014 comprised of 54% total world population, an increased from 34% in the 1960s. World Health Organisation (WHO) predicted that urban population increased 1.84% per year from 2015 to 2020, 1.63% per year from 2020 to 2025, and 1.44% per year from 2025 dan 2030. The closeness in urban areas gave easy access to exchanges of bacteria, virus, and other health problems. A disease which is closely related to residential areas, domestic environment and human interaction was dengue.

Indonesia is a dengue hemorrhagic fever or DHF endemic areas since 1968 with the spread of this disease found in 33 provinces and 440 districts/cities. Dengue hemorrhagic fever (DHF) incidences were 41.25/100,000 population, and case fatality rate (CFR) of 0.7% in 2013. West Java provinces was one of the provinces with the highest number of DHF cases in Indonesia. In 2011 and 2012 there were 19,663 and 19,739 DHF cases respectively. Bandung city has the highest DHF cases in West Java with 3,822; 5,057; 5,127 and 3,132 cases in 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014 respectively.

Disease prevention will be much easier whenever the understanding of the diseases including its patterns is understood. An approach to understanding the disease was by mapping the cases according to areas. Geographic information system (GIS) is one method that can be used as mapping tools for DHF cases in Bandung city. Dengue hemorrhagic fever cases mapping can be used to monitor areas with a different number of DHF cases to be monitored. The map can also be used for prevention activities which will be conducted in the highest cases of DHF for examples. These articles describe the spatial distribution of DHF in urban areas.

Methods

This was an observational study using several data set collected from November 2014 to August 2015. Data set used were 1) DHF cases reported to Bandung City District Health Office from 2009–2014; 2) sub-district elevation, and 3) land coverage. Geographic information system with software ArcView used to map DHF cases for Bandung city based on years and sub-districts.

Results

Data of DHF cases gathered from Bandung City Health Office was based on reports from 20 hospitals and Bandung City Health Centers from 2009–2014. There were a total of 27,978 DHF cases reported in Bandung city during six years of reports. The highest cases happened in 2009 (6,751 cases), followed by 5,757 cases in 2013 and 5,103 cases in 2012. The lowest cases reported in 2014 (3,088 cases) with 61 death caused by DHF in six years was reported which showed the case fatality rate of 0.2%.

Figure 1 is the line chart of DHF cases from 1st January 2009 to 31st December 2014. In year 2009–2010 there were some days with very high DHF incidences with maximum reported cases of 140 in a day. Dengue hemorrhagic fever cases peaked in 2010, however since 2011 to 31st December 2014 the cases reported were relatively stable with some variation. Figure 2 showed a significant decreased from almost 1% in year 2000
Figure 2 DHF Case Fatality Rate in Bandung City Year 2000–2015

Figure 3 DHF Cases in Bandung City based on Age Group Year 2009–2014

Figure 4 Scatter Plot Diagram of Quarterly DHF Cases in Bandung City Year 2009–2014
Notes: vertical lines showed quarter with quarter I from 1st January to 31st March; quarter II from 1st April to 30th June; quarter III from 1st July to 30th September; and quarter IV from 1st October to 31st December
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to 0.2% in year 2015 and peaked in 2000 and 2005. Figure 3 showed dengue reported mostly from people age 5−19 years old and 20−59 years old and least for people aged >60 years old. Cases on productive age groups increased in 2009 and 2013. Figure 4 showed DHF cases were decreased in quarter III and increased significantly in quarter IV in 2009 and 2014. Overall there was an increased during quarter IV every year.

Figure 5 showed DHF spread was highest around north and middle Bandung city with northern part always reported the highest number of cases. The pattern of DHF cases from 2009 until 2014 started from north of Bandung heading east. Figure 6 showed DHF cases spatial distribution per year in Bandung city.
Information for DHF cases reported to Bandung City Health Office was gathered based on the routine surveillance system. The surveillance system was essential to provide epidemiology data and disease evolution in specific time frames. Results showed that dengue cases in Bandung city showed an increased pattern with hyperendemic years in between. This pattern was similar to DHF cases in Indonesia which showed intermittent hyperendemic in some years cases reported showed a significant increased.5

Dengue hemorrhagic fever was one of communicable disease included in National Communicable Diseases Surveillance System since 1968. According to the rules, every DHF cases have to be reported to Health District Office within 24 hours by all hospitals, health centers, and other health facilities.6 At present, the quality and quantity of the report were much better. Sources of DHF reports came from 20 hospitals and 73 health centers in Bandung city. These reported cases most probably were not yet cover the whole cases in this city since the surveillance system was a passive one. Passive surveillance system depends heavily on the compliance of health officers in hospitals, health centers, and other health facilities.7

Reports to Bandung City Health Office have not yet covered all cases in the city because of several reasons. Firstly, dengue with clinical manifestation not specific such as bleeding, organ failures, and other neurology symptom was not recorded as DHF cases and most probably will not be reported.8 Secondly, mild dengue symptom which did not come to health facilities cannot be captured using passive surveillance available. Thirdly, dengue suspect which did not have serological test will not capture in surveillance database which will be the result of underreporting. Compliance in reporting system was not yet optimize since there was not yet proper monitoring and evaluation mechanism which can be used. This is not a unique problem for Bandung city since the same problem also happened in countries with passive surveillance system.9–10

Dengue hemorrhagic fever fatality rate was decreasing probably because of the better skill of health officers in detecting dengue symptoms and the availability of treatment in health facilities. There were already many skilled health officers in DHF treatment management. At present guidelines for diagnosis, treatment, prevention, and control of DHF have already available in

Figure 6 Yearly Spatial Distribution of DHF from 2009–2014

Discussion

information for DHF cases reported to Bandung City Health Office was gathered based on the routine surveillance system. The surveillance system was essential to provide epidemiology data and disease evolution in specific time frames. Results showed that dengue cases in Bandung city showed an increased pattern with hyperendemic years in between. This pattern was similar to DHF cases in Indonesia which showed intermittent hyperendemic in some years cases reported showed a significant increased.5

Dengue hemorrhagic fever was one of communicable disease included in National Communicable Diseases Surveillance System since 1968. According to the rules, every DHF cases have to be reported to Health District Office within 24 hours by all hospitals, health centers, and other health facilities.6 At present, the quality and quantity of the report were much better. Sources of DHF reports came from 20 hospitals and 73 health centers in Bandung city. These reported cases most probably were not yet cover the whole cases in this city since the surveillance system was a passive one. Passive surveillance system depends heavily on the compliance of health officers in hospitals, health centers, and other health facilities.7

Reports to Bandung City Health Office have not yet covered all cases in the city because of several reasons. Firstly, dengue with clinical manifestation not specific such as bleeding, organ failures, and other neurology symptom was not recorded as DHF cases and most probably will not be reported.8 Secondly, mild dengue symptom which did not come to health facilities cannot be captured using passive surveillance available. Thirdly, dengue suspect which did not have serological test will not capture in surveillance database which will be the result of underreporting. Compliance in reporting system was not yet optimize since there was not yet proper monitoring and evaluation mechanism which can be used. This is not a unique problem for Bandung city since the same problem also happened in countries with passive surveillance system.9–10

Dengue hemorrhagic fever fatality rate was decreasing probably because of the better skill of health officers in detecting dengue symptoms and the availability of treatment in health facilities. There were already many skilled health officers in DHF treatment management. At present guidelines for diagnosis, treatment, prevention, and control of DHF have already available in
all health centers. The urban community has a better information and communication in general. This is also the reason for having better and faster treatment for DHF. Third, local government pays more attention to DHF fatality cases, especially when mass media reported such cases.

Based on age group, DHF cases highest found on group 5–19 years old, who mostly still in school, and 20–59 years old, the productive age groups. Both groups have more activities and meet more people who can be explained the sources and the probability of transmission. Arguably, DHF control program might be the reason of lower level of immunity to DHF infection that the community was more susceptible to the diseases.

Target of global strategy to decrease dengue burden based on WHO was to lower mortality rate to 50% and morbidity rate to 25% in year 2020 and to measure the real burden of dengue in year 2015. To achieve the target, cases in Bandung city have to lower to 2,500 cases with case fatality rate of 0.1% in 2020. Baseline data used for the target was 2010 data with 3,435 dengue cases in Bandung city.

To reach those number, several factors need to be considered. Bandung city is becoming the hub of urban activities which attract a lot of people. These factors will increase the population not only from birth but mostly for migration. Data from WHO which stated that urban population would increase have already happened in this city. Increased population density will also increase population exposure to this disease. Exposure cannot also separate from other cases in other areas. For examples, the dengue outbreak in Indonesia on 1976–1977 caused by DEN-3 started in Jakarta which then spread all over Indonesia even overseas.

Map of dengue cases in Bandung city showed that several areas have high cases all years in north, middle and east Bandung. Those areas reported highest residential area development. This study strengthened another study which stated that dengue was easily transmitted given the chance of vector and dengue virus contact with a human. Flight distance of mosquito is shortened in dense areas such as urban compare to less dense such as rural areas. The human factor is very important on the spread of this disease. Human mobility for examples gives exposure to the virus that will define the variety of exposures. This factor is very important especially in the area very conducive for vector and dengue virus development such as slum and dense area.

At the population level, people who came to infectious areas and gain exposure to the infections and dengue transmission will develop specific transmission pattern. In Bandung city, this is translated to the pattern of people movement from their houses to their neighbor's, friends and other relatives. A study in Iquitos, Mexico concluded that community interaction pattern will define dengue transmission. Another study in Bangkok, Thailand simulated the impact of people migrations with dengue virus. The results showed that dengue virus travels as fast as 148 km per month from inside and around Bangkok and other urban areas. This type of areas needs to have special attention to prevent the spread of diseases travels further.

At present, Bandung city has become the magnet for people from other areas especially because of economic and education factors. Bandung has already become tourist destinations because of its cool weather, culinary and arts, and other attractions. Since many people came to Bandung to stay, some residential areas were built in relatively short time based on needs without any comprehensive plan regarding its domestic environment, for examples the availability of clean water, basic sanitation, and other facilities. The makeshift on the land usage of such residential areas which already been built will make city development plans faced difficult to execute. The areas which were built without following the city plan might also be the source of the high incidence of dengue. Land usage changes from open spaces to residential areas for examples closely related to the abundance of dengue vector, Aedes spp. Dense residential area without proper basic sanitation and clean water and unclean environment will increase the risk of dengue transmission.

Conclusion

Dengue hemorrhagic fever cases in Bandung city showed an increased trend with fluctuated hyperendemic year especially in the year 2009, 2012, and 2013. The pattern of disease started from north of Bandung towards east Bandung. Pockets of highest reported cases were found in north to middle and east for the whole year. The spread of this disease, especially in east Bandung, showed wider affected areas in the observed year. Land usage for residential purposes without good development plan might be on factors that...
increase the disease transmission.
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